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QUESTION 1

How can a user prevent deleted documents from replicating back into the database after the deletion stubs have been
purged? 

A. by creating a policy 

B. by utilizing an access control list 

C. by upgrading the On Disk Structure of the database 

D. by setting the Purge Interval Replication Control option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

David\\'s company wants to append a message disclaimer at the bottom of every outgoing e-mail for legal purposes.
What must he do to achieve that? 

A. Create an outgoing SMTP Rule applying the message disclaimer text. 

B. Create a Mail Settings policy document, enter the disclaimer text, and apply to all users. 

C. David must instruct all of his users to modify their e-mail signatures to include the disclaimer text. 

D. Enter the disclaimer text into the Router/SMTP section of the server\\'s Configuration document. Then create a Mail
Settings policy document enabling the disclaimer, and apply to all users. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

If a document contains one Readers field containing the name "Martin", another Readers field which is blank, and an
Authors field containing the name "David", who can read the document? 

A. Martin 

B. both Martin and David 

C. neither Martin nor David 

D. everyone who has access to the database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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A failover occurs when a user tries to open a database that is unavailable. The Cluster Manager looks in the Cluster
Database Directory for a replica of the database. To find the replica, the Cluster Manager looks for a database that has
the same replica ID as the original database. What are two properties that are also checked for before using the replica?
(Choose two.) 

A. Out of service 

B. File is Corrupt 

C. Pending delete 

D. File is locked for Archive 

E. Temporarily disable replication 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Where is the display name portion of a sender\\'s SMTP e-mail address set? 

A. This is assigned in the mail settings policy. 

B. This is assigned in email preferences in the IBM Notes client. 

C. This is assigned by the "RFC822 phrase handling" setting in the user\\'s Location document. 

D. This is assigned by the "RFC822 phrase handling" setting on the Configuration Settings document of the server. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Greg is enabling Message tracking for server1/Renovations in the Configuration settings document. Which entry should
Greg include in the "Don\\'t track messages for" field? 

A. ISpy on server1 

B. SMTP on server1 

C. NRPC on server1 

D. MTSTORE on server1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which is an advantage of session-based web authentication over browser-based name and password authentication? 
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A. Session-based authentication is always transmitted encrypted over SSL. 

B. Name and password-based authentication is supported by few browsers now. 

C. Session-based authentication does not require the user to remember his/her password. 

D. Name and password-based authentication needs to transmit credentials every time the server is accessed, session-
based does not. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator is not able to access a database on an IBM Domino server as he/she receives the error "You are not
authorized to access that database". What can the administrator do to access that database? 

A. Switch IDs to the server ID then try to access the database. 

B. Turn on "Full Access Administration" then try to access the database. 

C. Run maintenance (fixup, compact, updall) against the database in question. 

D. Try to modify the Access Control List of the database by selecting the database in the Files tab of the administrator
client. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Carol is using the Assign Policy tool to assign an explicit policy to a selected group and chooses the options to allow
replacement of policies and to apply policies in the Policy document. What is the result of this action? 

A. This replaces existing explicit policy assignments for each group member and their Person documents are updated to
reflect the newly assigned policy. 

B. This replaces only existing explicit policy assignments that conflict with the newly created explicit policy assignment
and Person document links are added to the Policy document. 

C. This migrates existing explicit policy assignments to a dynamic policy assignment for the group members and
removes any explicit policy assignments from their Person document.  

D. This replaces any organizational policies assigned to the group members with the newly assigned explicit policy and
decreases the numeric precedence value in the Policy document. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two processes are detected by the IBM Notes Install Cleanup Executable tool? (Choose two.) 
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A. nfixup.exe 

B. notes2.exe 

C. soffice.bin 

D. nreplica.exe 

E. ncompact.exe 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Which task is responsible for updating the CA registration authorities in the Certificate document in the IBM Domino
Directory? 

A. Monitoring process 

B. Registration process 

C. Administration process 

D. Certificate Authority process 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The administrator has been asked to move a user\\'s mail file because the user has moved to a different office. When
the mail file is moved, the Administration Process first moves it to the new server, then issues a request to delete the old
mail file from its original mail server. Which statement defines what must be performed to complete the deletion
process? 

A. The administrator must approve this mail file deletion. 

B. The mail file owner must approve the old mail file deletion. 

C. The mail file owner must accept the changes when prompted. 

D. The administrator must notify the mail file owner to accept the deletion. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the highest level of bit encryption that IBM Domino can generate SSL certificate requests in? 

A. 512 

B. 1,024 
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C. 2,048 

D. 4,096 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Trisha has created an ID vault on one of the servers that is not the IBM Domino Directory Administration server. Why is
she unable to see the Vault document and other vault-related documents in the Domino Directory? 

A. She should refresh the view for the documents to show up immediately. 

B. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until the AdminP task is run manually. 

C. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until they have replicated from the Domino Directory
Administration server. 

D. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until they have replicated from the hub server, which
does not have to be the Domino Directory Administration server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the correct way to create the credential store application? 

A. Use Keymgmt commands. 

B. Use Cstoremgmt commands. 

C. Create the application manually using the credstore.ntf template. 

D. Create the application manually using the websecuritystore.ntf template. 

Correct Answer: A 
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